Caesars in October granted certain stakeholders a lien on as much as $468 million in cash to earn their support for its proposed restructuring. It waited until Jan. 15 to file for bankruptcy so the lien would be outside a statutory 90-day window to challenge certain pre-bankruptcy payments, the unsecured creditors argue.

"The efforts by defense counsel will have the necessary effect of undermining both the state’s right to present the investigation to a fair and impartial grand jury in this matter and tainting the pool of potential jurors who may ultimately decide this case in a court of law," wrote Antonio Gioia, a deputy state’s attorney, in the motion filed last week.

Nevertheless, the green lobby is hoping that Merkel will push for a pledge to phase out fossil fuels by the middle of this century ahead of the Paris meeting, which aims to agree on a successor to the Kyoto Protocol.

Bonds account for nearly a third of the $33 trillion of assets owned in the world’s major pension markets, according to a recent study by consultancy Towers Watson. Government debt made up more than a quarter of UK pension fund assets in 2014.

WASHINGTON, May 19 (Reuters) - U.S. housing starts jumped to their highest level in nearly 7-1/2 years in April and permits soared, hopeful signs for an economy that is struggling to regain strong momentum after a dismal first quarter.

Founded a year ago, FBN plans to help farmers make better decisions about crops by analyzing weather and soil information, as well as other data gathered by sensor-laden farm equipment. It can then offer recommendations on inputs such as seed, fertilizer and chemicals.

PRETORIA, South Africa (AP) — A South African judge on Tuesday extended the bail of retired doubles tennis champion Bob Hewitt, who intends to appeal his conviction for raping and sexually assaulting minors in the 1980s and 1990s.

“He surrounds himself with good people like he did
here,” Hall said about McLellan. “Everyone was great. The whole staff here (Peter DeBoer, who is in the running for McLellan’s old San Jose job, Carolina Hurricanes head coach Bill Peters and Woodcroft) was great at preparing us for playing on the big ice and how to play against the European teams who play a lot different than what we see back home.
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“There is a sense the comments from the ECB indicate a growing push back against the sell-off in bond markets that’s been in place for the past month or so, and a push back against both euro strength and market volatility,” said Manik Narain, a UBS strategist.

10 purchase ethinyl estradiol

“When Edward Snowden revealed our intelligence secrets to the world in 2013, civil liberties extremists seized that moment to advance their very own narrow agenda,” he said. “They want you to think that there’s a government agent listening in every time you pick up the phone or Skype with your grandkids. They want you to think our intelligence community are the bad guys -- straight out of the Bourne Identity or some other Hollywood thriller. They want you to think that if we weakened our capabilities, the rest of the world would somehow love us more.”
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The dollar rose to almost a one-week high against a basket of currencies, recovering from a four-month low and making oil and other commodities more expensive for consumers in non-dollar economies. [FRX/]
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Now is the time to act because “you don’t want to be doing it afterward. You can't do it afterward,” Kenneth Oye, lead author of the commentary and director of the MIT Program on Emerging Technologies, said in a telephone interview. Reglan
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The charges included conspiracy to commit sporting fraud, which in some cases favored organized crime groups. The continuing investigation also includes second division, or Serie B, games, police said.
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According to reports, the US space agency NASA, and the National Additive Manufacturing Innovation Institute, America Makes, have announced a challenge where innovators of the additive
construction market will have to design a habitat for deep space exploration for the first stage of the competition. In addition, the participants are asked to fabricate same facilities in the second phase of the competition.
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<td>Egyptian stocks extended the previous day's 6.5 percent rally, rising 2.6 percent to six-week highs as the government froze plans for a 10 percent capital gains tax. Monday's rise was the biggest daily gain in 22 months.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>At the same time, many technology companies have strengthened their encryption, making it impossible for them to read messages even in response to requests from lawmakers. Apple, Google and WhatsApp, for instance, both have installed encryption so strong that they are unable to break it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>The Pentagon said on Sunday it was monitoring reports of continued fighting in the western Iraqi city of Ramadi and that the situation remained “fluid and contested,” despite an assertion by Islamic State militants that they had seized full control there.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Players don period dress, such as plus-fours and argyle socks. Hunt staged 20 events last year, and did one recently at the Royal Automobile Club's Old Course in Epsom (where this writer was an eager, though often hapless, participant).</td>
</tr>
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<td>&quot;If Merkel and Gabriel aren’t able to repair the market, reduce the share of coal and therefore emissions, the credibility for other nations to be convinced to go for stronger climate targets will be very low,&quot; said Claudia Kemfert, energy economist at the DIW in Berlin.</td>
</tr>
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<td>One of the last leading couture bridal designers known for her impeccable taste and always-exquisite designs, Geri fell into safe hands when she plucked this talented designer for the timely occasion. Geri trusted her so much that she let her design the flower girls’ dresses, too</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
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